Alterations of the FLT3 gene in acute promyelocytic leukemia: association with diagnostic characteristics and analysis of clinical outcome in patients treated with the Italian AIDA protocol.
Alterations in the FLT3 gene, including internal tandem duplications (ITDs) and D835 mutations occur frequently in acute myelogenous leukemia. We investigated the prevalence and clinico-biological correlations of FLT3 ITDs and D835 mutations in 90 patients with acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) receiving the AIDA protocol. Twenty patients in which both presentation and relapse material was available were analyzed sequentially. Thirty-three patients (37%) harbored the ITD, and seven (7.7%) the D835 mutation in blasts obtained at diagnosis. Presence of ITDs was strongly associated with high WBC count (P = 0.0001), M3 variant (P = 0.0004), and the short (BCR3) PML/RARalpha isoform (P = 0.003). There was no difference in response to induction in the two ITD+ve and ITD-ve groups, while a trend towards inferior outcome was observed for ITD+ve cases when analyzing disease-free survival (DFS) and relapse risk (RR). These differences, however, did not reach statistical significance. Sequential studies showed variable patterns in diagnostic and relapse material, ie ITD (-ve/-ve, +ve/+ve, +ve/-ve, -ve/+ve) and D835 (-ve/-ve, +ve/-ve, -ve/+ve). Our results indicate that FLT3 alterations are associated in APL with more aggressive clinical features and suggest that these lesions may not play a major role in leukemia progression.